Transform your Science

For the toughest analytical challenges

Building on the best of two industry-leading capabilities, our new LC/MS systems identify, quantify, and confirm compounds in the most demanding samples. Whether unraveling protein structures, characterizing post-translational modifications, or targeting biomarkers, we provide new possibilities to help move your science and productivity forward. As you drive discovery and face new unknowns, our advanced systems and software provide unprecedented confidence in the final result. Whatever challenges arise in the future, you will be ready.

Thermo Scientific™ Orbitrap Fusion™ Tribid MS
Unmatched analytical performance

Thermo Scientific™ TSQ Quantiva™
Triple-Stage Quadrupole MS
Extreme quantitative performance

Thermo Scientific™ Velos Pro Dual-Pressure Linear Ion Trap
Fastest, most sensitive, highest capability

Innovative Thermo Scientific™ software
Rapid method building with drag-and-drop interface

See our line up at thermofisher.com/massspec
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